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mining message menus for
meaningful activities
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communication experts suggest that talking on the telephone can be a very chal-

lenging task which often produces anxiety hopper doanydaany johnson & drummond
1991 initiating and maintaining telephone conversations isis particularly difficult when

the task must be accomplished inin a language other than the native tongue not only do

telephone behaviors differ from country to county but so many of the nonverbalnon verbal signals

normally relied on for negotiating meaning are missing inin telephonic communication
harmantz levinlevmleam 1986 hopper 1989 reitzel 1986 schegloff 1979 sifianousofianouSifian ou 1989

thus it isis no wonder that language learners often express great fears about using the

telephone to communicate inin their nonnativenon native language one student from our ESL pro-

gram wrote about such fears inin a recent entry inin her journal her comments exemplify

the sentiments often expressed by our language learners

I1 lost my checkbook today I1 was so surprised and upset I1 called a bank
and stopped my checks but at that time I1 realized that its so hard to talk
inin english on the phone especially if that person isis who I1 dont know
sometimes they understand that I1 cant speak english well and talk very
slow but sometimes they dont care I1 feel different if I1 talk inin english
on the phone I1 always feel pressure that I1 really need to improve my
english

ESL and EFL materialsmatenalsnais writers are well aware of learners fears of using the tele-

phone inin a second or foreign language and many have included telephone speaking and

listening activities inin their textbooks see tanka & baker 1996 for example generally
these exercisesexercises involve role play or actual use of the telephone to get information or leave

a message such activities allow students to develop and practice verbal strategies for

accomplishing tasks on the telephone while many of these activities provide good

preparation for the activity we describe here they dont take into account the increasing
use even the prevalence of message menus inin telephonic communication government

agencies airlines public utilities and private businesses for example have all begun to

employ voicevolcevoicevolce menu systems as part of their routine telephone communications

A cartoon by thaves 1996 published in our local newspaper highlighted the frus-

tration felt by many telephone users when they encounter the ubiquitous voicevolcevoicevolce menu

systems
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figure I11
frank and ernest message menu cartoon
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when we showed this cartoon to our students the giggles and nods of recognition sug-

gested that voice menu systems would be good fodder for the classroom using only a

tape recorder a copy of our area yellow pages and voice menus from local businesses

we developed a voice menu unit which has proven to be very helpful to our ESL learn-

ers the process isis extraordinarily simple and can be easily duplicated with only a tape

recorder a little time and a bit of patience

designing a voice menu unit

the voice menu unit is a multi step process which begins with defining voice

menus for students the best way we have found to help students understand exactly

what a voice menu entails is to record and play one for them in class we chose our uni

versitysvers itys telephonic registration system called TOUCH because it is one that they will

use regularly when they complete their ESL studies after listening to the recording

made with the use of a speaker phone we transcribed the contents of the voice menu

this listening activity was very useful because it allowed the students to see on paper

the logic used inin constructing voicevolcevoicevolce menus after spending some time analyzing the

TOUCH message menu students were sent off on their own to conduct mock registraregistralreg istra
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tionseions using TOUCH in the next class they shared their experiences and frustrations

we learned that students found the system to be too fast and that it had so many

instructions I1 cant remember them all many students reported having to call back

and start over a number of times writing down instructions on paper as they listened

one student suggested that a pause function would be helpful in negotiating TOUCH

the second activity inin the unit built on skills developed inin the first activity but pro-

vided a more challenging listening and critical thinking task recordings of message

menus from the department of motor vehicles DMV and the citizens area transit
CAT were played inin the classroom we chose these agencies because of the complex-

ity of their voicevolcevoicevolce menus and because of their usefulness to our learners while listening

to the message menus students completed exercises we had made up ahead of time

these exercisesexercises involved open ended questions clozealoze exercisesexercises and other sorts of lis-

tening and comprehension checks figure 2 illustrates the sorts of questions which pro-

vided students the opportunity to gear up their listening for message menus

figure 2

CAT bus message menu

directions listen carefully to the message menu follow the directions for each section
1 what agencysagen cys recording are you listening to

2 listen to the options of the main voice menu and fillrill in the missing information

for regular bus transportation on citizens area transit press

for CAT paratransitParatransit services press

if you please

3 you are now in option one of the menu choices listed above listen and answer the
following question

there isis a two for one special fare available right now what isis it

4 the sub menu in option one of the main menu lists four options write inin the options by
the menu numbers below

I1

2

3

4

5 you are now inin option one of the sub menu above fill inin the missing information from
the recorded messages found inin this option

the CAT fullfallfuli farehare one way price for adults 18 years and older isis on residential routes
the CAT full fare one way price for adults 18 years and older isis on the las vegas strip
the route numbers of the slS 1501.5015050 fare are and the reduced fare for children and
youth 5 to 17 years old senior citizens and cidersndersfiders with is

on routes
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although the questions appear to be rather simple students had to listen repeatedly to

complete the exercises but having done so they were armed with an intuitive under-

standing of the logic and construction of voice mail systems

now students were ready to write their own voice menus the final step inin the unit

to prepare for this culminating assignment students browsed through yellow pages inin

the local telephone directory looking for an agency or business that drew their attention

after selecting a business based on an advertisement students then called that business

and asked variousvarious questions the answers to which were to be incorporated in their voice
message designs students then set about writing up their voicevolcevoicevolce message menu scripts
some students worked in pairs while others chose to work alone even for those work-

ing alone the process was highly collaborative because students tested each instruction
inm their menus on the teacher and on other students inin the class instructions that were

not clear were rewritten with the help of peers and the teacher

students were given complete freedom to use their imaginations humor and good

sense inin developing their scripts basing his voicevolcevoicevolce menu on an advertisement for a divorce

attorney arturo an advanced ESL learner from mexico wrote a particularly clever script

arturosarturooArturos voice menu

thank you for calling the divorce clinic where everyone gets divorced if you

speak english press 1 if you speak spanish press 2 if you speak french press
3 any other languages please hang up and call your mother for advice beep

you have selected the english menu for office hours and location press num-

ber 1 for counseling press 2 for legal fees and concerns press 3 if you are

thinking about reconciliation please remainremain on the line and our next available

agent priest will be right with you shortly beep

counseling if you are divorcing your spouse press 1 if you are divorcing your

children press 2 if you are divorcing your mother in law good luck and press
3 beep

spouse if this isis your first divorce press one now if this is your second

divorce press 2 if you want to divorce more than 3 take our special divorce 3

and just pay 2 beep

you selected first divorce for scheduling prices of divorce press 1 for drive

thru divorce press 2 to divorce by phone press 3 beep

you selected divorce by phone please all of the agents are busy at this moment
please leave your name and number message and well give you a call as soon

as we can thank you and thanks for being divorced
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although arturosarturooArturos script uses humor and irony not typically found in voice menus it dis-

plays the logic and all of the necessary elements of a typical voice menu system his
script demonstrates that he understood the purpose of menus and how they are con-

structedstructed this understanding was gleaned from the multiple laddered exercises includ-

ed in our voice menu unit

once the scripts were completed and tested for logic students recorded them using

their own voices or the voices of peers andor family members the final presentations

of the recordings were given in groups of four to five students who participated in peer

critiquing some criteria for the peer evaluation included Is the name of the agency

clearly identified Is the language of the script clear and easy to understand are the

steps in selecting specific options easy to follow this final peer evaluation process

capped off the unit allowing students to compare their scripts and leamlearn from each oth-

ers creations

implications for teaching

our experience with the voice menu unit was very positive our students were

focused and absorbed during the project and openly enthusiastic about the scripts they

produced they also reported being able to understand and use voicevolcevoicevolce menus more con-

fidentlyfi after completing the voice menu activities in our unit

although designed for use in an advanced speaking and listening class the unit

required students to use all of their linguistic skills listening speaking reading and

writing what is more the tasks involved in completing their message menus called on

students to engage their critical thinking skills and involved them in a purposeful real

world activity As dale 1969 suggested direct purposeful experiences are the most

powerful learning experiences because they require learners to engage with material not

only at a cognitive but also an affective level for our program the voice menu unit

although somewhat time consuming was just such an activity
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